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Owner’s Manual 

Congratulations on purchasing the patented TWO WAY F ®illet  fish 
cleaning system. This innovative fillet board will enable any angler to 

perfect the fillet process.   The  TWO WAY F ®illet  clamp and board 
will allow you to fillet virtually any size fish like an expert.  Fillet with  
accuracy, speed, and safety without ever having to take the clamp out 
your fish’s mouth until ready to dispose of  remains. 

 

Your TWO WAY Fille ®t   fish cleaning system is like having a “third 
hand”. It  will enable you to clean your fish like many anglers have done 
for years.  Anglers commonly clean their fish by placing their thumb in-
side the fish’s mouth holding it firmly against their fore finger and hold-
ing the fish on its side on their cleaning board to fillet their fish.  K & J 
Outdoor Products has developed and patented TWO WAY F ®illet  Fish 
cleaning system with a clamp that works in place of the thumb and fore 
finger and snaps easily into the TWO WAY Fille ®t  Board.    
 

TWO WAY Fille ®t  fish cleaning system features: 
       • TWF Clamp keeps fish from slipping/flipping from board 

• TWF Clamp used from pick up to disposal - any size fish 

• TWF Clamp creates anchor point from which to fillet 

• TWF Clamp protects thumb from fish teeth - like Walleye 

• TWF Clamp used to flip fish to reverse side for cleaning 

• TWF Board's  Surface won't dull knife edge 

• TWF Board's  Surface is easy to clean 

• TWF Fish Cleaning Board - built in ruler, drip channel 

• TWF System can be used to fillet right or left handed 

• TWF System can be used anywhere: on boat, cleaning station  

Instructions 

Caution:  Fillet knives are sharp and designed to cut through scales, 
flesh and bones of fish and game.  Serious injury can occur with the 
mis-handling of any knife.   

STEP ONE :    To fillet your fish, place your TWO WAY Fille ®t ™Board on 
a flat surface.  Pick your fish up using your TWO WAY Fill ®et  clamp placing 
the jaws of the clamp  over the lower lip/mouth of the fish so that the jaws 
of the clamp  squeeze the bottom lip of your fish, just as you would with 
your thumb and fore finger. The clamp should be in the mouth far enough  
to be on the fish’s tongue. Lay your fish on the board on its side and snap 
your TWO WAY Fille ®t  clamp into the base as shown in Step ONE diagram.  
Your clamp now serves as an anchor against which you can begin to fillet. 
The diagrams show the clamp in position for a right handed angler. Left 
handed anglers would start with the clamp to the right side. 

Location of Crappie Fillet 

STEP ONE 

STEP TWO 

STEP THREE 
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STEP FOUR 

STEP FIVE 

STEP SIX 

“Like Having A Third Hand” 

TWO WAY Fille ®t  
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The crappie picture on page two shows the location of the fillet you 
are looking for with a red outline.  Begin your cut on a line just be-
hind the gill at the top of the fish going down but not through the 
spine.  This cut should continue toward the belly of the fish, staying 
behind the pectoral fin and also behind the pelvic fin.  At this time 
turn your knife blade approximately parallel to the board so that the 
sharp blade follows along a line at the top of the fish just above the 
spinal  and dorsal fins—while the blade of the knife closest to you 
follows a line along the belly of the fish from the pelvic fin and above 
the anal fin.  Continue to cut until just before you reach the tail or 
caudal fin, and flip the skin and fillet over the tail—it should look 
like the diagram in Step TWO. 

Step THREE: 

Skin Removal:  If skin/fillet flap overlaps the end of your board as 
shown in Step TWO and FIVE, simply lift up unsnapping your  

TWO WAY Fille ®t  clamp, pull the fish away from the board so that 
the entire skin/fillet is now on the board as shown in Steps THREE 
and SIX.   Place your knife in position at end of steps 2 and 5  parallel 
to the board surface, and cut between the fillet and the skin.  Apply 
downward pressure toward the board while pushing the knife away 
from the head and clamp.  The blade should be sliding smoothly be-
tween the skin and fillet.  You now have one fillet with no skin or 
scales and just the rib cage to remove.   For smaller fish you may be 
able to complete the skin removal process without removing the 
clamp.  

 

Step FOUR: 

At the end of Step THREE, lay the skin  flap back over the body of 
the fish.  With the TWO WAY Fille ®t  clamp still in the fish’s mouth, 
turn the clamp and fish over, snapping it back into your fillet board 
and fillet the opposite side moving to Steps Five and Six. 

 

Steps FIVE and SIX: 

Steps FIVE and SIX are a repeat of Steps TWO and THREE.  When 
Step SIX is complete use the TWO WAY Fille ®t ™ clamp to lift the 
re-mains of the fish and dispose of properly.   

 

You are now ready to remove the rib bones.  Trim away any white or 
silver skin and in general clean up the fillet.  Once the ribs are re-
moved you are ready for final rinse and preparation for eating or 
freezing. 

 

 

Step TWO: 



TWO WAY Fille ®t  

The innovative TWO WAY Fille ®t  fish cleaning system will 
enable both the novice and experienced angler to perfect their 
filleting process.  The patented method of how the TWO WAY 
Fille ®t  Clamp is positioned and then is anchored on the board,  
copies  one of the most common methods anglers have used 
for years to fillet fish.  The TWO WAY Fille ®t  clamp replaces 
your thumb and fore finger holding the lower lip of the fish.  
This position results in a partial paralysis of the fish as seen 
when anglers “Lip” a fish for a picture.  By using the  

TWO WAY Fille ®t  clamp on the fish’s lower jaw and mouth 
in this manner, then snapping the clamp into the fillet board 
you create an anchor point against which you  fillet the fish.  

This is like “Having a Third Hand” - freeing your own two 
hands to swiftly, efficiently and safely complete the fillet pro-
cess. 

 

TWO WAY F ®illet  Features: 

• TWF Clamp keeps fish from slipping/flipping from board 
• TWF Clamp used from pick up to disposal - any size fish 
• TWF Clamp creates anchor point from which to fillet 
• TWF Clamp protects thumb from fish teeth - like Walleye 
• TWF Clamp used to flip fish to reverse side for cleaning 
• TWF Board's  Surface won't dull knife edge 
• TWF Board's  Surface is easy to clean 
• TWF Fish Cleaning Board - built in ruler, drip channel 

• TWF System can be used to fillet right or left handed 
• TWF Can be used anywhere: on boat, cleaning station  

The Ultimate Goal   
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